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Particle identification (PID) 
 

Traditional PID (n-sigma method, Bayesian approach): 

– a typical analyzer selects particles “manually” by cutting on certain 

quantities, like the number of standard deviations of a signal from the 

expected value (nσ) 

– most limitations come in the regions where signals from different 

particle species cross 

– “cut” optimization is a timeconsuming task 

 

Machine learning PID: 

- good task for machine learning 

- can learn non-trivial relations between different track parameters 

and PID 

 

Proposed solution for PID 

Build a ML classifier that can outperform traditional PID 

Train and validate the classifier on Monte Carlo data  

 

The classifier is a “black box” - no easy way to tell what’s  

going on inside 

m2 vs. momentum in TOF 

dE/dx vs momentum in TPC 



ML Model: Boosting Decision Trees (CatBoost) 
is a machine learning algorithm that uses gradient boosting on decision trees. 
At each iteration, trees are added in such a way that the value of the objective function decreases. 
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/A-simple-example-of-visualizing-gradient-boosting_fig5_326379229 



Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLP) 

one of the standard method for multi-class and binary classification the evaluation. 
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Test data sample: 

prod1: UrQMD v.3.4 + BOX + Geant-4 based general-purpose simulation project for minbias (b = 0-16 fm)  

Bi (83/209) +Bi (83/209) collisions at 9.2 GeV, full detector configuration. 

prod4: UrQMD v.3.4 + BOX + Geant-4 based general-purpose simulation project for minbias (b = 0-16 fm)  

Bi (83/209) +Bi (83/209) collisions at 9.2 GeV, full detector configuration. + SmearVertexXY = 1.1 cm 

prod05: Request 25 UrQMD + Geant-4 based general-purpose simulation project for minbias (b = 0-16 fm)  

Bi (83/209) +Bi (83/209) collisions at 9.2 GeV, full detector configuration. 

Training and validation dataset:  

1 million elements (tracks) for each of the six classes (particles): 𝜋+, 𝜋−, 𝐾+, 𝐾−, 𝑝, 𝑝  

Testing dataset: 50000 events. 
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https://miro.medium.com/max/4800/1*tYWqO5BwNDVaM3kP3w1IAg.png 

Random search Bayesian optimization 

Hyperparameters selection (Select optimal hyperparameters of ML model) 
 

Four commonly used optimization strategies: Grid search, Random search, Hill climbing and  

Bayesian optimization. 
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prod 01:  prod 04:  prod 05:  

The bigger the value of the importance the bigger on average is the change to the prediction value, if this feature 

is changed. 

Feature selection 



Confusion matrix for the six classes of model 
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prod 01:  prod 04:  prod 05:  

Each column of matrix – predicted value, each row of matrix – true value. 



CatBoost results  
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Comparison MLP with n-sigma method 



Efficiency ratio of CatBoost and n-sigma method 

prod01 prod04 



Conclusion 
 

 

ML-based PID outperforms traditional PID, especially in the low and high momentum region. 

  

Training needed only once for each data set – no need for manual cut optimizations. 

 

Shown improvement only for the several datasets of MC simulation data. Planned to conduct 

research for a wide set of MC data. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your attention  


